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Theoretical study on the structure and electronic properties of small AgmNip (m + p e 6) clusters has been
carried out in the framework of density functional theory. Structural features, cohesive energies, vertical
ionization potentials, and charge transfers are evaluated for each Ag/Ni ratio. In all the AgmNip clusters, the
nickel atoms are brought together, yielding a maximum of Ni-Ni bonds, and the silver atoms are located
around a Ni core with a maximum of Ag-Ni bonds. The ionization potential and the highest occupied molecular
orbital shape are directly related to the two- or three-dimensional character of the cluster’s geometry. A very
low electronic charge transfer from Ni to Ag is found, and the magnetic moment is located on Ni atoms but
with a low spin polarization on silver in the Ni-rich clusters.

1. Introduction

Bimetallic nanoclusters have received considerable attention
recently1 for their particular and unique structural,2-7 elec-
tronic,2,3 optical,8-10 and magnetic11-13 properties and their
importance in catalysis14,15and nanotechnology. The reason for
the increasing interest in bimetallic clusters is that their
properties depend not only on the size but also on the chemical
composition and the atomic arrangement. This leads to a large
variety of applications: there is technological interest in
developing new nanodevices for electronics,16 and for optics,
the bimetallic clusters could play an important role in the
enhancement of nonlinear optical properties over the bulk
metals.17

In the nanoscale, bimetallic clusters are found either as
random alloys or as segregated structures. This depends mainly
on the nature of the two metal components but also on the
method of preparation.10 Nevertheless, for clusters of a few
hundreds of atoms where quantum size effects are important,
there are very few experimental studies. From the theoretical
point of view, the starting point for the study of gas-phase
nanoalloy cluster properties is the determination of their most
favorable structures, depending on size and composition.
Presently, the determination of the most stable geometrical
structure of the bimetallic clusters remains a challenge due to
the huge amount of combinatorial possibilities of isomers. If
one metal is magnetic, the study becomes more complicated
because several spin states must be investigated.

It has been shown previously4-7,10 that large Ag-Ni bimetal-
lic particles adopt a core-shell configuration with a Ni core
and external Ag atoms. Several families of AgNi polyicosahedral
structures of bimetallic clusters have been described by a
semiempirical global optimization method4-6 and by density
functional theory (DFT)4,7 and have been shown to give rise to
“magic” clusters, that is, clusters of remarkable structural,
electronic, and thermodynamic stability with a low fraction of
Ni occupying the inner and outer Ag atoms in a core-shell

atomic arrangement. In recent optical properties determination
combined with theoretical calculations,10 it has been shown, by
comparing the experimental results with a core model sur-
rounded by a size-dependent damping constant silver shell, that
Ag-Ni nanoclusters adopt a Ni core-Ag shell configuration.

High-level quantum calculations cannot be performed on large
clusters. Nevertheless, the theoretical investigation of properties
of very small clusters (with less than 10 atoms) may give
valuable information on the general behavior of bimetallic
particles. For example, a recent work18 has used DFT to
investigate the low-lying electronic states of neutral and anionic
Ni-doped Ag5Ni0,- clusters. Planar and three-dimensional
structures have been discussed, and for the neutral Ag5Ni cluster
the most stable structure is pentagonal with a core Ni atom.

In this paper, we investigate the tendency of AgNi clusters
to form a core-shell structure in the case of small clusters. Many
structures have been studied with DFT calculations, leading to
a large range of geometrical and configurational possibilities.
Moreover, the small size enables an analysis of the energetic
properties in relationship to the electronic structure of the
clusters. We present a systematic study of the geometrical
structures of the bimetallic nanoclusters AgmNip (m + p e 6),
compared to Agm and Nip. The study of the modulation of their
electronic properties [vertical ionization potential, cohesive
energy, and highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)] as a
function of the size and chemical composition is performed by
density functional theory (DFT), which is nowadays one of the
best methods to study small and medium-size systems.

2. Computational Methods

We have used the DFT technique implemented in Gaussian
98,19 combined with relativistic effective core potentials (RECP)
to optimize the geometry of several configurations of bimetallic
AgmNip (m + p e 6) clusters. We have used the exchange and
correlation functional of second generation of type GGA
(generalized gradient approximation) called BP86, which in-
cludes the exchange functional of Becke20 and the correlation
functional of Perdew.21 Previous studies on the structural,
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electronic, and optical properties of the silver clusters or binary
clusters including Ag atoms have shown that explicit treatment
of the 4s, 4p, and 4d electrons of silver atoms like active valence
electrons are necessary to describe in a correct way the electronic
structure.22-26 Following this, the LANL2DZ RECP,27 which
replace 28 electrons on Ag atoms and 18 electrons on Ni atoms,
were used. The associated Gaussian basis sets were (8s5p5d)
contracted in [3s3p2d] on nickel atoms, and (8s6p4d) contracted
in [3s3p2d] on silver atoms as displayed in Gaussian98.
Calculations have been performed with the graphical user
interface Gabedit.28

In the optimization process of cluster geometries, a number
of structures were tested for each size. We have initiated the
geometry optimization process of AgmNip clusters from the
known frame of the corresponding two-dimensional Agm clusters
in which some Ag atoms were replaced by Ni atoms. We have
tested three-dimensional structures like those of Nip. We have
also tested structures for which the frame of the corresponding
Agm or Nip clusters used as initial geometry was deformed.
Finally, we have tried to construct AgmNip clusters starting from
structures obtained for Agm-1Nip and AgmNip-1 isomers. Of
course, the explicit treatment of all the electrons in a cluster
having a large number of atoms constitutes a demanding
computational task, and the search for the lowest isomer cannot
include a global optimization procedure of the potential energy
surface. So we cannot be sure that a more stable cluster than
those found in our calculations does not exist. Harmonic
frequency analysis was performed to verify that the optimized
structures are local minima. As nickel is a magnetic metal,
several spin multiplicities for each structure were tested. In the
Discussion we report only on the lowest-energy stable isomers
determined in our optimizations. For each stable structure, the

charge and local spin density on atoms have been estimated
through a natural population analysis (NPA).29,30

3. Results and Discussion

A. Structural Properties and Cohesive Energies.The
optimized geometries of the lowest energy isomers of AgmNip
clusters (m + p e 6) are shown in Figure 1, together with the
spin multiplicities and spatial symmetries. We do not report all
the optimized structures here, but coordinates of isomers are
available upon request. For the monometallic Agm and Nip
clusters, we have found the same geometries as those described
in previous works, that is, planar structures3,24,25,31-34 for Agm

(an obtuse triangle for Ag3, a rhombus for Ag4, a trapezoid for
Ag5, and a planarD3h triangle for Ag6) and three-dimensional
compact structures35,36 for Nip (an acute triangle for Ni3, a
compact tetrahedron for Ni4, a triangular bipyramid for Ni5, and
a square bipyramid for Ni6). Contrary to Ag, Ni atoms show
clearly a tendency to get the highest coordination, maximizing
the number of Ni-Ni bonds. As explained in the following,
the structure of the AgmNip clusters is determined by this
difference of Ag and Ni atoms behavior.

The shape of Ag2Ni is a quasi-equilateral triangle with an
apex angle of 60.2°, while that of AgNi2 is an acute isosceles
triangle with an apex angle of 52.8°. The structure of Ag3Ni,
Ag2Ni2, and AgNi3 is a rhombus, analogous to that of Ag4 but
different from that of Ni4. As for Ag5, the geometry of both
Ag4Ni and Ag3Ni2 is a trapezoid, while both Ag2Ni3 and AgNi4
are triangular bipyramids like Ni5. In Ag2Ni3 the two Ag atoms
are located on both sides of a triangle Ni3. Both Ag4Ni2 and
Ag3Ni3 have a triangular structure similar to that of Ag6 in which
the inner sites are occupied by Ni atoms. Ag5Ni presents a

Figure 1. Optimized geometries of the lowest-energy isomers for AgmNip clusters withm, p e 6. The spin multiplicities of neutral (first entry) and
cationic (second entry) systems are given in brackets, and spatial symmetries are also given.
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pentagonal structure with the Ni atom surrounded by the five
silver atoms, similar to the structure found by Hou et al.18 In
the Ag6-pNip series, the two- or three-dimensional structure
depends on the number of nickel atoms: ifp is less than 4, the
cluster is flat; otherwise it corresponds to a compact three-
dimensional structure. So planar structures seem to be favored
as the number of Ag atoms is at least equal to that of Ni atoms,
while three-dimensional structures correspond to clusters with
more Ni atoms than Ag atoms.

Moreover, it can be observed that the Ni atoms tend to be
gathered together. In all the AgmNip clusters, forp g 2, the
nickel atoms are brought together, yielding a maximum of
Ni-Ni bonds, and the silver atoms seem to be located around
a Ni core with a maximum of Ag-Ni bonds. In order to
illustrate this property, we have plotted in Figure 2 stable
triangular Ag3Ni3 structures. It appears clearly that the three
Ni atoms favor structures with three Ni-Ni bonds, silver atoms
being scattered around a Ni3 core with two Ag-Ni bonds for
each Ag atom. Likewise, the pentagonal Ag5Ni, maximizes the
number of Ag-Ni bonds. This structure is 0.17 eV below the
triangular structure in which the Ni atom is located on a side.
The triangular structure with the Ni atom on a corner is 0.46
eV above the lowest-energy isomer. Let us note that other three-
dimensional structures, not shown in Figure 2, with a Ni3 core
are found to be lower than some triangular structures plotted
here. For large Ag-Ni clusters, previous works4-7,10 have
demonstrated that the tendency for Ag to segregate toward the
cluster surface was due to (i) the stronger Ni-Ni bonds as
compared to the Ag-Ag ones and (ii) the larger Ag atomic
radius. The first argument is also valid for the small clusters
studied here, but the second one is not. The clusters studied in
this work are too small to account for the respective positions
of Ni and Ag from the bond lengths since all the atoms are
located at the surface. For example, for Ag3Ni3 the substitution
of the three Ni in the inner sites by the three Ag does not
significantly deform the structure and does not considerably
modify the bond lengths.

Finally, it can be inferred that, in most of the AgmNip clusters,
the structure can be built from the stablest Agm-1Nip by adding
one Ag atom. For example, the structure of Ag4Ni is obtained
from Ag3Ni by adding one Ag atom, connected to Ni. Similarly,
Ag3Ni2 is built from Ag2Ni2 with a silver atom added to the
rhombus. Nevertheless, this rule of growth is not absolute since
the two- or three-dimensional geometry is also handled by the
Ag/Ni ratio.

The spin multiplicity of the lowest energy isomer is also given
in Figure 1. Several multiplicities have been tested for each
structure, but the excited multiplets are found to be very much

higher than the ground state. For example, the doublet is found
to be 0.66 eV above the quartet for Ag3Ni3, while the quintet
for Ag2Ni3 is found to be 0.70 eV above the triplet. For
AgmNip, the multiplicity increases monotonically with the
number of Ni atoms but never exceeds that of Nip clusters (Table
1). For a given number of Ni atoms, the multiplicities change
only by one unit as the number of silver atoms varies. As
expected from the magnetic behavior of nickel, the spin
multiplicity depends only on the number of nickel atoms, and
silver atoms have little influence.

The cohesive energies defined asEc ) -[E(AgmNip) -
mE(Ag) - pE(Ni)]/(m+ p) are plotted in Figure 3 as a function
of p for the fixed total number of atomsm + p ) 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6. The calculations yield a monotonic increase, indicating
that for a given value ofm + p the substitution of one Ag atom
by one Ni atom in the AgmNip cluster always brings a positive
quantity of energy. Moreover, the slope decreases slightly with
the increase of the total number of atomsm + p. This means
that the Ag-Ni substitution corresponds to a lower increase in
cohesive energy as the size grows. So the effect of the
substitution is less important in a large cluster than in a small
one. The mean value of the increase of the cohesive energy is
about 0.2 eV by substituted atom. Let us note that, unexpectedly,
adding a first Ag atom to a pure Nip cluster does not significantly
enhance the cohesive energy per atom.

B. Electronic Properties.Vertical ionization potentials (IPv)
have been calculated for each AgmNip cluster. The results are
shown in Figure 4 as a function of the total number of atoms.
The spin multiplicities of the positively charged clusters are
given in Figure 1. Figure 4a gives the evolution of IPv for
clusters with a low number of Ni atoms (p e 2). Thep ) 0
curve corresponds to Agm clusters, for which the IPv shows an
even-odd alternation asm increases. In this case, a very good
agreement with the available experimental data37 is found. For
the AgmNi and AgmNi2 clusters, the IPv behavior is close to
that of Agm. This is correlated with the fact these clusters and
Agm clusters of the same size have the same geometry (Figure
1). In Figure 4b, we have represented the evolution of IPv for
cluster with the number of Ni atomsp ) 3, 4, or 5. The IPv

Figure 2. Stable triangular structures found for Ag3Ni3. Relative
energies (in electronvolts), spin multiplicities (in brackets), and spatial
symmetries are given.

Figure 3. Cohesive energies of AgmNip clusters as a function ofp for
fixed m + p values.

TABLE 1: Spin Multiplicities (2 S + 1) of AgmNip Clustersa

p m+ p ) 3 m + p ) 4 m + p ) 5 m + p ) 6

1 3 2 3 2
2 2 3 2 3
3 3 4 3 4
4 5 4 5
5 7 6
6 9

a Shown in italic type are spin multiplicities of bare Nip.
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curves are then more regular, without alternation, and seem to
reach an asymptotic value forp ) 3 or 4. Let us notice, too,
that IPv decreases as the number of Ni atoms increases for a
given total size of the cluster. The behavior is then quite different
from the previous cases, and so we have two classes of clusters,
depending on thep value. In each case, the evolution of IPv

needs an interpretation from the knowledge of the electronic
structure. In Figure 4c, IPv is plotted as a function of the total
number of atomsm + p, for two different values of the number
of Ag atoms,m ) 0 or 1. Of coursem ) 0 corresponds to the
pure Ni clusters, and a comparison with experiment38 is shown
in Figure 4c. For Nip clusters the curve presents a minimum
for p ) 4, which is in very good accord with experiment. In
AgNip clusters (m) 1 curve in Figure 4c), the values for AgNi3

and AgNi5 differ from those of the pure Ni cluster of the same
size; this can be associated with a noticeably different geometry
(Figure 1).

To further understand the link of IPv and the electronic
structure of the clusters, we have plotted the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) for neutral clusters. The HOMO of
Ag6-pNip are given in Figure 5. For small values ofp, it appears
clearly that the HOMO is similar to that of Ag6 and is located
essentially on Ag atoms, independently of the Ag/Ni composi-
tion. The previous analysis can be generalized to all sizes
n + p with smallp and explains the fact that the IPv of mixed

AgmNip is similar to that of Agm (Figure 4a), since both the
geometrical structure and the HOMO are similar. Upon increas-
ing the number of Ni atoms, the cluster become three-
dimensional and the HOMO is delocalized on the whole cluster.
However, AgNi5 and Ni6 do not have exactly the same HOMO

Figure 4. Calculated vertical ionization potentials for AgmNip clusters.
Experimental data for Agm are taken from ref 37, while those for Nip

are from ref 38.

Figure 5. HOMO for Ag6-pNip clusters. Isovalue is 0.02 au. The
doubly degenerate HOMOs are represented on the same line. The
HOMO for Ni6 is triply degenerate along the three axes, but only one
component is shown.
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because of the difference in their geometry, and so their IPv

values differ.

To further understand the interaction between Ni and Ag
atoms, natural population analysis (NPA) was performed. The
calculated charges on silver and nickel atoms in Ag6-pNip are
given in Figure 6. A very low electronic charge transfer from
Ni to Ag can be noted. From this outlook, no specificity of the
Ag-Ni, Ag-Ag, or Ni-Ni bonds is evidenced. The charge
transfer from Ni to Ag is almost the same as that from inner
Ag to outer Ag (0.075 in Ag3Ni3 compared to 0.060 in Ag6). A
positive charge is found on inner atoms while a negative charge
is found on atoms placed outside. This behavior is usual for
surface atoms with a low coordination number, when the atomic
layer is more than half-full. The electronic configurations
obtained from the natural population analysis show that the
configurations of Ag atom remain close to that in the atomic
situation, that is, 4d105s1, while that for Ni is close to 3d94s1.
For example, the natural electron configuration in Ag3Ni3 is
5s1.14d9.955p0.026p0.01 on Ag and 4s0.953d8.904p0.07on Ni.

We have also calculated the local atomic spin densities from
the natural population analysis as the difference between the
occupation numbers in spin-up and spin-down states. The
magnetic moment is found to be localized on the nickel atoms
with very little contribution from silver atoms when the number
of Ag atoms predominates (Figure 7). Nevertheless, a spin
polarization on silver atoms appears when the number of Ag
atoms decreases. The local magnetic moment found here on Ni
atoms is in good agreement with that of Sun et al.39 on Ag12Ni
cluster resulting from a Mulliken population analysis.

4. Conclusion

The structure and electronic properties of small AgmNip
clusters (m+ p e 6) have been investigated, in order to elucidate
the relative specificity of the two metals. The two- or three-
dimensional geometry of the clusters is determined by the ratio
between the number of Ni and Ag atoms. When the number of
Ni atoms is less than the number of Ag atoms, the cluster is
flat; otherwise it has a three-dimensional geometry. In the most
stable structures, the Ni atoms occupy the highest coordinated
sites and they tend to be gathered, setting a Ni core, with outer
Ag atoms. This configuration prefigures the core-shell shape
of large bimetallic nanoclusters. When the electronic properties
are considered, the vertical ionization potential and the highest
occupied molecular orbital shape are directly related to the
geometry of the cluster. The two-dimensional clusters have
electronic properties dominated by the Ag contributions, whereas
for three-dimensional geometries, these properties depend on
both Ag and Ni atoms. This is clearly demonstrated by the
expansion of the HOMO on the whole cluster. The charge
transfer between the atoms in the clusters remains very low,
pointing out no specificity of the bond between Ag and Ni
atoms. The behavior of these small clusters is expected to be a
good model of the structural properties of larger Ag-Ni systems.
It will be a guide for the understanding of the electronic
properties of a series of 13-atom AgNi clusters, which will be
described in a future paper.
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Figure 6. Atomic charges (in atomic units) from the natural population analysis for Ag6-pNip clusters.

Figure 7. Local atomic spin densities from the natural population analysis for Ag6-pNip clusters.
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